Greetings!

Before I discuss the eye-opening forum at the "Family Church of New York" last Wednesday, I’d like to invite you to watch Sunday’s fascinating sermon by Hyung Jin Nim in which he discussed the Clash of Civilizations taking place not just in the Middle East, where Christians and other religious minorities are being eliminated by the hundreds of thousands, but also in Europe as well. Ninety-nine percent of history has been one of oppression and tyranny. Nations based on Sharia-ism (Islamic law) do not value human rights and freedoms including women’s rights in the same way that nations based on Protestant Christianity. The modern political left in these nations has contempt for "patriarchal" Christian values, even though Christian men would likely be the ones ready to risk their lives to defend human life and freedom leftists say they care about.

The hypocrisy of the world’s macrocosm is reflected in the hypocrisy of the internal microcosm of the FFWPU, which proclaims that the returning messiah long awaited by Christians, is a woman. Since the "brides of Christ" are called to adore their returning bridegroom, the FFWPU "Only Begotten Daughter" heresy that the messianic bridegroom is a woman results in women longing for a woman, or "theological lesbianism."

The New Testament brings the good news of God’s grace. The Completed Testament brings that good news along with the completed salvation of the Blessing. Relationship with God, not empty rituals and hierarchy, brings us true internal freedom which gives us the love and the power to do what God expects from us as mature sons and daughters.

Last week the FFWPU announced there would be a forum about Hyung Jin Nim and the Sanctuary Church to be led by Michael Jenkins at 43rd street in NY last Wednesday night. I sent an email to Mike and suggested that we make it a REAL forum with him representing the views of the FFWPU and me representing the Unification Sanctuary. He didn't respond, which is too bad since I think an open, honest dialog is what Father would want us to have.

Mike Jenkins, I am STILL willing to meet you face to face for an open, honest forum ANYTIME.

A few Sancturarians did attend his talk and there was a Q&A session after the presentation that one brother recorded and sent to me. Bishop Ki Hoon Kim and Mike Jenkins were leading the discussion. In the Q&A there were three good questions from FFWPU and Sanctuary members, which I would like to play for you.

One question asked from the audience was about whether Mother was born sinless? I found it very interesting that Michael Jenkins said "we don't understand yet" whether Mother was born sinless. I realized that Michael Jenkins and the FFWPU DO NOT believe what Mother is saying. Mother is clearly saying in every major speech that she experienced change of her blood lineage in her mother's womb BEFORE she was born, that she was BORN SINLESS. But Michael Jenkins and the FFWPU do not believe her. They are saying "we do not understand yet" whether what Mother is saying is true.

Another question was "why was Hyung Jin Nim fired by the Family Fed in Korea from all his positions after Father's passing in 2012 and then again in 2013 in the U.S.? Why was no explanation given about why he was fired?"

It was Bishop Kim who answered the question about why Hyung Jin Nim was fired. First, he said that HJN was fired because he spoke disrespectfully about Mother in the beginning of 2015. Which didn't make any sense since he was fired three years before 2015. So the sister asked him again, why was HJN fired 3 years BEFORE he said even one word publicly? Two weeks after Father's Seonghwa?

First, Bishop Kim said that even though HJN didn't do anything before 2015, he had thoughts before that led to him speaking out in 2015. I thought this is interesting-Hyung Jin Nim was fired not for anything he did in 2012, but for a thought crime, or a pre-crime like in the Minority Report movie, where people are arrested not for what they've done but for what they MIGHT do in the future.

We all know that after he was fired from all of his positions in Korea, HJN was sent to America to serve
as American president where he started teaching about Absolute Sex. Then in early 2013 he was told to immediately stop teaching about Absolute Sex and fired from his position as the American president.

When his first two answers didn't work, Bishop Kim went on to say the reason for his firing was that Hyung Jin Nim didn't understand True Parents.

**Please forgive me for being blunt, but what the **** gives Bishop Kim the right to judge Hyung Jin Nim’s understanding of True Parents? Bishop Kim, what qualifies you to evaluate the son that Father said was more qualified than anyone else in our movement to be True Parents’ successor?**

I decided to look up Father's words about Hyung Jin Nim. In 2008 Father said: "Today, at this time, there must only be one line of authority. From now, I can leave someone in charge of my work on my behalf. Currently, there is no one among our church members who surpasses Hyung Jin in his standard of faith or in any other way. Do you understand? I am appointing him."

In 2010, Father made a declaration: "the command center of cosmic peace and unity is the absolute and unique command center. Its representative and heir is Hyung Jin Moon. Anybody else [who claims such a position] is a heretic and a destroyer."

Father made similar statements about HJN in 2011 and 2012 until he went to the spirit world. So I realized that Bishop Kim does not believe Father's words about HJN. He and the FFWPU also do not agree with him teaching about Absolute Sex.

I'd like to ask Bishop Kim and the FFWPU a third question: why are you ashamed of Father's Absolute Sex teaching? What is wrong with it, please tell us!

To conclude, I'd like to share an email from Kyle Toffey in Northern California:

I take extreme umbrage to Bishop Kim's statement that Hyung Jin Nim was fired by Mother because he did not understand True Parents! That is utter nonsense and blatantly false. Bishop Kim should be ashamed of himself and immediately step down as a representative of FFWPU and Mother.

Hyung Jin Nim was at True Father's side day and night in Father's final years. Why? Because Hyung Jin Nim was the one who truly did understand Father and his heart. That is why Father made Hyung Jin Nim and Yeon Ah Nim his heirs. To imply anything other means that Father was a fool and Hyung Jin Nim was just playing some political game.

I was in Korea when Hyung Jin Nim had his "Come to Father" moment. Up to then I would have described Hyung Jin Nim as a filial son. But upon his "Seven Deaths and Resurrections" realization, Hyung Jin Nim became a born again Unificationist realizing that Father had died for his salvation and the salvation of the world. This is stuff you can't fake. Anyone who has been watching Hyung Jin Nim can see that he professes his need and love for True Father. From that moment until now Hyung Jin Nim's main focus has been to uphold True Father's love, lineage and legacy.

Hyung Jin Nim tried desperately to work with Mother and help her keep her proper position as Bride of Christ. But she threw Hyung Jin Nim under the bus as she began to desecrate True Father's legacy. Bishop Kim, how dare you say that Hyung Jin Nim did not understand True Parents!

*******

13 Questions for Mike Jenkins

*******

Important Announcement:

All "blessing ceremonies" held by the Family Federation after Father's Seonghwa were not performed in unity with True Father's Blessing Covenant. Feb. 22, 2013, which the Family Federation celebrates as "Foundation Day" was a day when Hak Ja Han disunited with True Father by abandoning the Blessing Covenant that he sacrificed for and purchased with his own blood. The blessing offered that day was not performed in unity with Father, or with his three times crowned heir and "representative body," Hyung Jin Nim. Click here to view the video: https://vimeo.com/wpus/transfer-of-authority

For that reason, the blessing given that day did not bring any of the couples into the new lineage established by Father. In effect, the Blessed Central Families who participated in that blessing were deceived into placing themselves under a covenant outside of the lineage established by True Father which is God's one true lineage.
First Generation couples who receive the Holy Blessing for Returning to True Father's Authority through the couple anointed by True Parents, Hyung Jin Nim and Yeonah Nim, in order to reverse the false "Foundation Day Blessing" of February 23, 2013, or reverse the false "Holy Wine" associated with this Blessing, are currently not asked to go through the 40-day separation and 3-day ceremony afterwards.

**This will change after the February 13, 2016 Sanctuary Blessing.** After that date, First Generation couples will still be able to return to True Father's authority, but only on the condition that they perform the 40-separation and 3-day ceremony following the Blessing.

Since the instruction in 2013 was for all Blessed Couples to take this "Holy Wine" and participate in the false "Foundation Day Blessing", we anticipate that the February 13, 2016 deadline will apply to almost all First Generation couples around the world.

The situation is also particularly tragic for blessed children who succeeded in preserving their purity only to be defrauded by starting families without receiving God's Holy Marriage Blessing. They are victims, and that is the reason Hyung Jin Nim is willing to pay indemnity on their behalf so that they may retain their 2nd generation status and their children born after Feb. 22, 2013 may retain their 3rd generation status. To take advantage of this special forgiveness, blessed children need to receive the Holy Marriage Blessing for Returning to True Father's Authority by February 13, 2016.

Please help us get this information out to all Blessed Central Families around the world as quickly as possible. Tel: 570-832-4476

Email: sanctuarychurch@sanctuary-pa.org

**Register NOW for the Feb. 13, 2016 Sanctuary Blessing!**

*******

**Unification Sanctuary Matching/Blessing Workshop**

January 8-10, 2016
Friday 4 pm to Sunday 3 pm
Streamside Camp & Conference Center
303 Possinger Drive, Stroudsburg, PA 18360

Click [here to download registration form.](#)

*******

May God bless you and your families!

Sincerely,

Richard

Richard A. Panzer, Ph.D., President
World Peace and Unification Sanctuary - USA